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Combe Valley Discovery Centre 

Sustainable container development 

Cafe and activity centre 

The Combe Valley Discovery Centre, commissioned 

and built on behalf of Groundworl< South, is made up 

of three 40ft shipping containers which have been 

repurposed into a welcoming environment for local 

visitors. 

This project is a first step in a long-term strategy to 

transform the parl< into a landscape which supports 

a greater variety of recreational uses - attracting 

more people with improved biodiversity and 

accessibility. 
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containers works onsite 

The design and build approach responds to the 

client's vision for a sustainable solution. Comprising 

three re-purposed 40ft-shipping containers, this 

multifunctional space houses a small cafe and office, 

storeroom and public toilets. 

There is also space for displays, meetings and 

community activities. The project included car parl< 

resurfacing, creation of an outdoor seating area, 

alongside tree, shrub and wildflower meadow 

planting. The structure also allows for retrofitting of 

further eco friendly features such as a sedum roof 

and grey water harvesting as funds are secured. 
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Challenges 

Security is a l<ey issue. The building is located in a 

remote site and needs to be vandal-proof. The 

inherent quality of a shipping container is that it is 

built to withstand extremely harsh environments and 

robust enough to protect its contents in transit. The 

windows and openings are all fitted with locl<able, 

steel shutters. 

Added value 

The visitor centre has been built using our bespol<e 

panel system and repurposed in a controlled off-site 

environment. This not only streamlines the internal 

fit out, but also delivers a better quality finish. 

Off-site construction also reduces waste and the 

impact of on-site construction activities. The 

construction method allows for future dismantling 

and reconstructing. 

The thermal efficiency and air tightness will ensure 

the centre retains its low carbon credentials. 

"The provision of a new visitor hub at Combe low 

carbon credentials. Valley Countryside Parl< is a real

ly exciting project for the Countryside Parl<. We are 

using recycled shipping containers to be as sustain

able as possible for our building" 

Cllr Dawn Poole, Hastings Borough 

Council's lead member for leisure and 

amenities and chair of the Combe Valley 

Countryside Park Board. 
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